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Love to S. and so many thanks for our visit and all
your goodness*
Yours affectionately,
F. G. ellerton.
RS.—I began this in LARGE LETTERS (like St.
Paul) but have lapsed as the oestrum of criticism goaded
me.
To Rev. F. G. Elkrton	November 12, 1923
my dear frank,
I wish you were here that we could talk your letter
over-... I don't understand, e.g. why you misunderstand
about Shelley. Christianity is the religion of love: the
enthusiasm of humanity, as Shelley said: the faith that
Love is of God and God is Love, as St John said. Has
any English poet felt, lived and said that like Shelley?
I know of none. Of course, he did not accept Christ
and was in no sense a Christian—but (p. 128) I was quite
aware of that. He is the most Christian in temperament
but not in creed or in some important points 01 practice-
Perhaps the words " most distinctively Christian " go too
far, but I think the whole context makes my meaning
clear.
Then Dante. How can you doubt Beatrice's " tart-
ness " ? She is always snubbing Dante when he is adoring
her; it is, as I say, the most human touch about her,
though not the most beautiful. And Dante's answer? Is
it not clear again and again ? To all the biggest questions
he only replies, c* You are out of your depth and can't
understand." It is all the same answer as Job gets: " Who
is this that darkeneth counsel without knowledge? ** I
resent your saying I am not respectful to D. I do not
believe I have ever spoken or thought of trim except
with boundless reverence. But that does not necessarily
mean blindness to limitations. What does not one fed

